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Eileen, thanks for the update.
Hub&
>>> Eileen Neff 02/23/04 10:16AM»>>

Some additions that might be helpful from my talk with the alleger on 2/19:
The alleger is to be listed for what was termed a "TMI rally in Salem" only as a "PSEG
Whistleblower-Invited", and the alleger's name will not be disclosed until 3/28. The alleger is preparing a

keynote speech and expects to make a compelling case for resignations of PSEG officials; the NRC to not
allow the plants to operate and to encourage workers not to do anything unsafe. Again, the NRC will be
given an advance copy.
The alleger discussed the detailed results of the latest Synergy survey and a concern that the company
will not be willing to share the results. The alleger noted that R. Anderson rated the entire site higher than
anybody which indicated to the alleger a "gulf' and the alleger pointed to his recent "discipline" letter as
exhibiting his lack of understanding.
CC:
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James Wiggins I
Ernest Wilson; Glenn Meyer
2/20/04 1:53PM
Re: SalemIHC Alleger

This matches up with a note that Neil Sheehan got from Norm Cohen of UNPLUG Salem ...
>>> Ernest Wilsoi 2/20/04 10:53AM»>>

Glenn,
FYI - This morning I told Hub, Randy and Dave V, about the latest call from the subject to Eileen late
yesterday. Alleger has supposedly been invited as "a PSEG Whistleblower" to be the key note speaker on
3/28/04 (TMI 25 yr. anniversary), apparently at some event in the Salem area. The date coincides with
TMI and alleger's 1yr departure from Salem. Eileen didn't get into who invited alleger but surmises that it
is a group such as Unplug Salem. Alleger expects national media coverage of the event. Alleger plans
present the speech to the NRC PRIOR to 3/28. Eileen thanked alleger for the heads up.
Ernie
CC:

A. Randolph Blough; Brian Holian; David Vito; Eileen Neff, Hubert J. Miller; Jeffrey

